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TECHNICAL R_EPORT No 332
SLOT INJECTION OF REACTIVE GASES IN
LAMINAR FLOW WIT.H APPLICATION TO _YDROG_',.,
Do k,**ING
By Paul A. Taub
ABSTRACT _ _@_'
The slot injection of reactive gases into a high speed airstream has
been investigated° The chen_ical and tr,_nsport properties have been simplified
and calculations have been carried out for :he case of a prescribed constan_
wail temperature,
Computations for hydrogen injection into an airstream flowing over a
flat plate are presented and compared with the related, but more restricted
theory of Libby and Schetz.
Results illustrate the advantages of injecting cold gases into the
boundary layers of launch vehicles. In many cases, reactions 1nay be assumed
to occur; then, it is seen that the heat transfer rise associated with con_,bustio:;
maybe delayed for substantial distances downstream from a slot injector and
l,
occurs in a region of relatively low heat transfer. __
INT R O DU CT ION
During the boost phase of a missile flight, chemically reactive gases
may be dumped overboard fron_ the upper stages of the vehicle. Combustion
of these gases with the high speed airstream can lead to critical heating and
alterations of the forces and moments influencing the vehicle.
A series of studies intended to permit evaluation of the effects of gas
discharges is being carried out. In Ref. l the available ignition delay
characteristics associated with the induction time of hydrogen air mixtures
nq i n 1 Yiq'd-Y_ iwere applied to a typical launch trajectory in order to estimate the " " • -
flow lengths according to the chemical kinetics of such mixtures. It was
found that minimum lengths occur at altitudes of about 150,000 feet, where
the flight velocity is about 6,000 ft/sec. At lower altitudes, the static
temperatures in the neighborhood of tLc vehicle arc relatively low, while at
higher altitudes, the static pressures are low; lengths required for heat
release are considerably larger at altitudes other than that yielding the min-
imun-I le1_gth.
The pre e;_t study is concerned with the injection of gaseous hydro_,_
from a slot. The flow properties and configur_:tion have been highly idealizc_
in order to make the anaiysis tractable, the confi_ura[ion is shown schen_atic-
ally i_ Fig. 1o Th,_ fl_w is assumed _,_ b,:. lan_inar, with sin_ple transpor_
properties, (i.e. unit ]_ra_;d_l and Lewis nul_bers) and with the gases in
chen_ical equilibrium so that the ratc_ are controile_i by ,_ixin_. The wall
tel_peratur_ is taken to b_ c,,nstant although this assu_nption con_plicates
the analysis.
Libby and Schetz (Ref. Z) have provided an analysis of the problem
based on satisfaction of the integral boundary layer equations with profiles
of velocity, total enthalpy and elen_ent n_ass fractions generated by solutions
of the related Carrier-Oseen flow. As in many integral methods, there arise
restrictions on the applicability of the analysis associated with the assumed
profiles. In this case, the velocity ratio uj /u e is restricted to the range
1 _D_
"_ < < i. An additional, more complex restriction related to the
u e
enthalpies also prevails; it will be described below.
In the present report, the analysis of Ref. i is revised so as to
remove the aforementioned restrictions. The solutions to the related flow
are employed here, but the coordinate stretching, which in Ref. I was based
on satisfying the complete equations on the average, is herein determined by
satisfying the complete equations along a line within the boundary layer. Such
a technique corresponds to co_ocatlon.
In the next section, the analysis extended by collocation is reviewed an_
compared with the relevent sections of Fief. g. Subsequently, it is en:ployed
to show the effect of equilibrium chemical behavior on heat transfer to the
surface of the vehicle under conditions consistent with the basic assumptions
of the analysis.
The author is pleased to acknowledge the hel_ful suggestions of
Dr. Paul A. Libby, Dr. Joseph A. Schetz, and the help of Mrs. Leatrice
Groffman in carrying out the numerical computations.
ANAL YSIS
As shown in Fig. (I) , the systum studied is that of hydrogen injected
into an airstream by means of a wall slot. The boundary layer approxima-
tions are applied; the flow is of the non-similar type associated with the
initial value problem of boundary layer theory. In the following analysis, the
idealizations of laminar, steady and constant pressure flow will be applied.
The influence of boundary layers on the wall { y= o} and on the splitter plate
(y= a} for x<o is neglected; thus the initial velocity, composition and total
enthaIpy profiles are taken as step functions. For simplicity, the chemical
behavior is taken to correspond to frozen flow and to the flame sheet approxi-
mation to equilibrium flow (cf, eL. Ref. 3j. The frequently employed
assumptions that the Prandtl number and all Lewis numbers are unity, are
used. The p # product, denoted C when non-dimensionalized with respect
to Pete is taken to be, at most, a function of a streamwise coordinate X.
The equations of motion are transforn_d by a combined Howarth-
Dorodnitsyn and Mangler method.
eg: y x
, '_ zk
, r° dy r -_I r dx'
Pe o
T = , :_ =
PJ a PJ
a
Pe Pe
(i)
U = U/U e , v = V":"/tl e
v ::" = 2
P Y
V --
,D e __
where k= o and 1 for two-din_ensional and axisy-n-,metrical flow, respectively,
As in the method of Ref. 2, approximate solutions are generated in
the spirit of the Carrier-Lewis modified Oseen method, by linearizing the
convective operator in the transformed equations to be:
^ _ ^_ ^,
u +v_ u
where _' is the effective connective velocity and is an, as yet, undetermined
function of _ (or X ) and n_ay be a different function of 2: for the momentum
equation than for the species conservation equations or the energy equation.
The velocity _', for a particular equation, is determined here by sat,s_y_n_:: "
the exact equation along a line in the flow with the solution found from the
corresponding linearized equation.
6i. VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
As a consequence of the above assumptions, the velocity field in the
(_,g) plane may be determined before solution of the energy and species
co ns ervation e quations.
The continuity and momentum equations form a system of equations
and boundary conditions:
a_ a_
-- + -- = 0
at or
u. _ + ,,at -PeVe a_- i na azl
(2)
u([,o) = '_([,o) = 0, u(n,,,,) = 1
A {uj o<7"<1u ( o, 7") =
1 ; _" >1
where
k O:
C- P# _. : r I
De #e a e
e
Using the linearization in the momentum equation and applying the transfor-
mation
dS C u e
d_ - OeUena_'
(3 _
_educes the momentum equation to
du _ _ T: O : u : o, T-" =: u = i
,, ( 4 )
,A - o
OS 8T z , S : o : u : _uj ; o < T _ l
il T> I
This corresponds to the one-dimensional, seml-,nfm,_e heat concluct_on
problem with initial temperature distribution given as a step function about
S= I°
The solution is well known in heat conduction theory (cf Ref. 4), and is:
¢
A =U Uj. err (-_---_) • 1-uj2 err ,T-1t__N,,'_S +e_f IT+ 1 l1 (5)
The coordinate transforrr, ation is as yet undetermined; that is, the
A
effective velocity of convection, u' (S] is unknown a priori. Libby and Schetz
dS
(2) determine _' (or equivalently, d_ ) 0y satisfying ti_e momentum integral
equation at every station along the wall. This satisfied the momentum equation
in the slot flow on the average and gives rise to an algebraic equation for AU _ or
_e C
as a function of S which reduces to a
a relation for the variable PeUe T,a
quadrature, (eg. Eq. (8_ of Ref. 2). No restrictions are encountered.
In the present method, the exact differential equations are satisfied
along a line in the flow; that is,
"F
_r4S
= t =t iS). The procedure is as
follows:
The exact equations (2) are written in _hetransformed S, I" coordinates
as:
C _Je _ ov.... C/je _ ,_,a_^ v^ Ou_ CUe. 8 z'"
_, _ + = O, ^, -_ -
Pe _ L a u 0S _ PeUer, a u dS ' 01" PeUeDa 01- z
(6)
From the continuky equation
#%
Since u satisfies the equation:
a(t a_
5_ = aT--_
The momentum equation (6)
A
a relation for u'
at a point of collocation, is reduced to
^ A AFfaAh-a_ 7 a _ tu'-ut o_
L\aTJ aT J aT aTz
W
By appropriately choosing the collocation points (i.e. t(S)), _', is
determined uniquely as a function of S. The choice of such points is discussed
az_
separately in Section VI. Note, however, that OT_ must never be allowed
i
to equal zero at a collocation point.
Assuming that C is expressed in terms of S, then the inversion of the
coordinate transformation may be expressed as:
Z mS
N =aRea (PJ) I wu' dS
Pe u CO
where
Rea = PeUe a
_e
Thus, if C is taken as a constant, T Re a tPe] _a i PeUe
obtained as a function of S with _j as ::ae sole paran_eter. This function is ,:ot
shown herein; in general, C is not taken constant here, being evalu&ted
at the wall.
9II.
Thus.
SKIN FRICT ION
The general expression for the skin friction coefficient is of interest.
T
%V
C f-
k _A
Tw _ //eCr t m, 1
17 i,PeUe PeUeqa w
(tO)
and
-k -I /2 -
PeUe_a r
I,
Ue C Cf = (gS) : u. = ( l-t'_j ) exp (- 1)!
• L J 4S 1
J
A. Comparison Wi_h Flat PlaLc No Slot
The case of %= 1 is of i,:tcrest, :_mce this analysis then corresponds
to an approximate solution of the flat pia;c boundg, ry layer problenl; the
T
solution is given in terms of tile similarity variable t= 'xF4S and collocation
an_ounts to satisfying the exaci cq.'.Ltio_, (2) at a particular value of t; th,,s
,#%
u' is a constant.
For k=o or constant r and C -
_3 W Ii %V
Pe i'Ve
- I
1/z 1/z
PeUe X_ Cf =' --i
.e i (11)
With no slot, the flow is similar i_ t, and collocation is required at
only one specific value of the independent variable (cf Ref. 3).
15
To recover the Blasius result /or the flat plate without injection, one
must have_u'= 0. 346. This corresponds to collocating the solution at t__ 0.7;
if one collocates at length t-- 0.7, it is found that _',,0. 363 and that the skin
friction is in error by_ 30%. The boundary layer edge corresponding to
'_ U
u = _ = .99 is found at t._. 2.
U e
B. Constant p /,_Ratio
It is seen that for C taken to be constant, the distribution of
-k ' z
PeUena r Rea I pjlCf "'_" C (Pjt A
= 1 i wit_ ' may be obtained with uj
_te C Cf C P I a ,P, ealPef
as a parameter. This permits a straightforward comparison of the skin
friction distributions obtained by the method of Ref. 2 (cf Fig. 3) . It will be
noted that, in general, the agreen_ent is satisfactory and that both approximate
methods yield reasonable results.
III. COMPOSITION AND STATE DISTRIBUTIONS
It is convenient to consider next the solution for the distributions of the
specie mass fractions; this solution requires a specification of the chemical
system. In the present report, tim external stream will be considered to be
air containing oxygen and nitrogen,and the gas injected from the slot will be
molecular hydrogen. For conditions of interest in a vehicle launch, the
temperatures will be such that no significant dissociation of nitrogen will
occur; thus nitrogen can be treated as an inert diluent. In addition, only
equilibrium or frozen chemical behavior will be considered here; it is
sufficient to consider water as the only product of combustion. As a further
assumption, the equilibriun_ chemical behavior will be approximated by the
so-called flame sheet model as outlined below.
The specie conservation equation,s under the assumptions of unity
Prandtl and Lewis numbers may be written for tiae mass fraction of the i th
component as:
- lk
A OYi ,_ 8Y i i O i Cue SYi i r _a
U + V -- I -k --
0_ 8T peUe 0T I n a 0q- ] ' p
w i
(lZ)
i1
°
?
with the boundary conditions:
% = 0: _)"i - 0
On-
'T --. _l Yi = Y-10.
_ = 0: Yi = Yi ; 0<T _ 1
3
= Yie ;q->l
• 1Z
A, Chemistry
The reaction may be representeci by
a, .Oz +azH z + 3.76 Nz- bIO z + bzHz+ b3HzO + 3.76N 2 (13)
The subscripts 1,2,3,4 refer to Oa, Hz, t-IzO, and N z respectively.
For unity Lewis numbers the introduction of the element mass fractions
will eliminate the production terms in the specie continuity equations for Oz,
H z and N z. The element mass fractions are
Y--YI + ZW 3 Y3 , Yz-Yz + W3 Y3 , Y4-Y4
and are suggested by the condi:ions of element conservation:
@1 + ZW 3 @3 = 0 , @z + W 3 q"3 = O, @4 = 0
(14)
Either the equilibrium condition (law of mass action) or the statement Y3= 0
(frozen condition} completes the set o( ,_q'_ations defining the composition.
For the temperatures of i _ _ _'n_e,e here, the equilibrium constants are large
implying small mass fractions for either oxygen or iaydrogen. This, in
addition to the slot geometry, suggests utilization of a flame sheet model. At
the flame sheet: Y1 = Y2 = 0 and from the definitions of Y1 and Y2:
$ince Yl
2 Ylf Yzf
W 1 'A z
and Yz are functions of _ and "7 this equation defines a relation
between the independent variables which specifies the flame sheet shape.
(15_
P13
For the slot problem under discussion the hydrogen is completely
:'(
consumed when the flame sheet reaches the wall, (i.e. Tf = 0 at _ = _ ) .
The flame sheet divides the region into two parts, termed I and Ii, in which
Yl = 0 and Yz= 0, respectively. Thus region I exlends from the wall (T= 0)
to the flame , as long as 7 2 0; region ii extends from the flame sheet
ouLwards to T-._ and from the wail outwards when __>f_ At the wall then,
for [ ; 0 ¢[ < [ , Ylw= 0 and for [ >[ , Yew= 0. Hence, in terms of the
element mass fractions, the specie continuity equation and boundary
conditions are:
^ 3Yi ^ 0Yi 1
_ =u + v 8T PeUe
T=0
_Yi
-0
8'T
T-*_ Yi = Yi = Yi ee
b [ Cdae a_" i ! i= i , 2, 4 Flame Sheet
- 1/ST l rla OT i= 1,Z,3,4 Frozen
l
i Yij - 0<T_ 1g=0 : Yi = =Yij,
y. = \T,
le * le; T>I
(16)
B. Solution for the Elcn,e_:t Nlass Fractions
As in the solution for the velocity, the convective operator is now
linearized. Thus, the i _h element co_ascrvation and continuity equation is
u_" 0_i + ^v 8_i _ ^u' c'Yi _ 1 0 (C)_e _'Yi /]
3 t aT 0E PeUe _)T qa aT
Ou Ov
+ = 0
ag ov
with the appropriate boundary conditions.
(17)
i'["
The transformation:
dS z C _ e
,,,,,, ; u" =',I" (S)
d_ PeUeqa u
(13)
yields for the linearized energy equation:
8S z aT z
(19)
This corresponds to the unsteady heal conduction problem encountered
in the solution for the velocity, but with different boundary conditions; the
solution is
YI e - Yii
Yi = Y1 e + 2
r-
_ T 1 ' T+I
err t --I -err
i _4'-4Sz t "_-4 Sz
L_
(20)
This approximate solution may be cmnpared with the exact equation
and collocated along a line so as to relate S z to X. As before
05 CUe dS _:)z
fit PeUe_]a _'' aS z OT z
C ge _ OY i ., c}_ i C ;_c Oz2_t v
peUeqa _'' 8S z OT PeUcqa 07 z
(ll
Thus, the collocation condition is:
(_',
02 Yi dS ou i o_i OYi
- _) _ dSz _n-_ b7 07
'W
(Z2)
where
dS dS/d¢ _"
"d--Sz = dSz/d [ - ('i' is the ratio of the effective velocities, of convectior for
the species cons,_:rvation and n]ornentun_ equations.
The forms of the Yi solutions and the collocation condition show that
_" is independent of the species conservation equation considered; tha_ is,
_" is independent of the index i. It is convenient to determine _" in ternzs
of u' since in this formulation the, as yet, undetermined effective p #
(i.e. C) variation does not appear. Thus, only before the transformation
into the physical plane, is it necessary to evaluate C e.g.,
P W LIV£
aS ---
J
Pe _e
this allows the evaluation of C and the composition to be uncoupled.
in the n_ethod of Libby and Schetz (cf. p. 13 of Fief. 2), the condition
for _" sets limits upon the jet velocity ratio uj/u e. They find, by requiring
i / <i.
_" ( SI= o) to be positive, then uj must lie in the range -_- < uj u e
_D
Co Flame Sheet Location
As discussed above, the condition for locating the flalne sheet is:
2 _ Yzf
Yl =
W 1 f V/z
The YI and Yz solutions are obtained from eq_iation (ZO) with appropriate
and Yi as
values for Yie j
- "t
Y i + l i
y1 e - _ _e V'_z ,- - -- crf ; -erf i i
_ J
I ' / T+ i / T-1 i
Yz = -Z ' err '-- , -err I _'- i
so that the condition is
2W z
II- -I Y,_j ;x-
i
err
I_
- err
 v£1
z3)
2"i )
(ZS)
3Solution for X yields
f ( 2 WzY_/Wl )
( 2WzY1 e /wl ) * Yzj
(z6)
Thus, Tf (Sz) is determined.
the body (i.e., T f: 0 at $2= $2;::)
solving for S z .
err ,F4s2 J
The point of impingement of the flame sheet on
may be calculated by setting Tf = 0 and
(ZW,Y. /W1)
( Z W 2 Yle / W _ ) + Y2j
(27)
In the slot problem:
taa_,'§o '
Y_e = 0.232 , Y2j = 1, W1 "32, Wz= 2
$2 = 406 ( 2 8)
D° Wall Enthalpy: (Constant Wall Tempera?ure)
It will be necessary for solution of the energy equatioc_ to have the
distribution of wall enchalpy. Fore a cor,stan_ wall temperature the above
distributions of composition when applied to the wall permit the wall e_ithalpy
to be computed as follows:
Equilibr iurn Chemistry:
2 -" ' +h 4 Y4wO_ S z-<Sz* : hw I (Sz) = _V---1-(W3h3w -Wzhzw) YIw + nZw _x,v w
... ] W
S25S2':' : hwIi (S2)=iilw Ylw +'W2 (V"3ihw'-_hl 2 Yzw+ h4 w Y4 W
Zg)
Frozen Chenaistr y:
hwf ($2) = ihw Yt w + tazw VZw + h4 Y4
",V W
' 5$4hw ' + i_2 ¥_ . n 4
l,, .onoral_ the wnll ¢*n_hz_l_v n;av be represented by a functio_x of the fort::
"w .faT-;7
_;o)
IV.
_. , T _ -_ .. _SOLUTION FOR THE uN_._GY DISTi<IIj, bTI©\:
]7
In order to detern_ine the. heat transfer and [he flow in _he physical,
i.e., x,y plane, it is necessary to find the distribution of total en_halpy. As
long as the distribution of h w can be specified with X,S,S z (or S 3 as will be
introduced below in connection with the approxhT_ate solution of the energy
equation), it is possible to determine a coordinate stretch factor by the col-
location technique.
The energy equation for unity Prandtl and Lewis nunabers in terms
of the total enthalpy is:
3h ° . 8h ° i 3 CMe 3h °
u 8_ + v 8T Pe ue OT r]a 6T
(31)
with
7=0
_=0
h ° : h w
h ° = h °
e
h° : h°{; 0 < Tt I
0
h° : h°
e;'Z> I
Am Constant Wall _]nthalpy Solution
Comparison of this system of equation and boundary conditions witi_
i
the mornentun] equation and boundary conditions shows that a Crocco relation
exists between the total enthalpy and tl_e velocity fields if the wall enthalpy
(hw) is constam and if
J - ice : (hw <_e ) ( i-t_ji
The Crocco relation is
(%l]
h ° - hoe (lw-,,e) (1-_) (53)
i,.
Thus, the enthalpy solution for constant h_w, is:
g
h°= h -{ h -h°) err T + n e -n j err
w j JZ-s P L
Note that equation (32)
-I
_]
implies a restriction among the flow para-
meters and thus that the solution given by equation (34)
compatible therewith.
BI
is applicable to flows
Constant Wall Temperature Solution
An approximate solution for this case is obtained from the constant wail
enthalpy solution by making a local similarity assumption as in Ref. Z. At any
given _ station, the total enthalpy profile is assumed to be that existing for a
constant wall enthalpy solution with the same value of h w. The given wall
temperature and the solution for the element mass fractions determine the wall
enthalpy distribution.
A better approximate solution would be found by solving the exact
Rayleigh-Stokes problem associated with an _arbitrary wall enthalpy distribu-
tion; this solut'ion is shown in Appendix I. However, because of the sinnpiicity
of the approximate local similarity solution, it was used in the collocation
procedure for the energy equation° Note that the collocation procedure will
inherently compensate for this approximation.
The restriction associated with the constant wall enthalpy case d,:,__:s
not apply, since the solution may be viewed as coming from the associated
Rayleigh-Stokes problem - in which case, local collocation is performed.
i9
Thus, the h ° function (equation 34) is assumed to hold for the nor,-
constant hw boundary condition, in a system of coordinates (T,S3) which is
related to the (T,_) coordinate system by the transfomunation
dS 3 C _e
d_ PeUerla _"'
(35)
Substituting the h ° function {equation 34) with 7[I_ 3 as the independent variables,
into the exact energy equation (cf equation 31) and continuity equation, yields
for the collocation condition, since h w is not constant:
,4
UlI!
=li_g w aho O __h . a'_ =(_"'-8) o'rz -u a, u8T 8q-
L
dh__ T !
dS z erf c [_-T_S3 i (36)
As in the element conservation equations, it _s convenient to determine _a"' in
terms of _'; therefore, it is unnecessary at this point to know C.
In Ref. Z (cf p. 1 eq. 1 ). the condition for _"' or, in their notation,
d[z'-_"'dS gives as an inaplicit restriction on the allowable values of
u j, n _e , and w(O h °
6 2 + (1_,82). 6-zo,f16 'jz 2-_ :0
where _ and .6 are functions of h°j
h°e
S z, $3= 0).
!d6, !
, _and uj)and 6= [d-_-]o-'"_ (i. e.
, O
at S,
Z0
Vo HEAT TRANSFER
The local heat transfer at the wall,
its surface, may be determined by:
aT ge C
q =-KT 8Y =-
w PJ_a
Pe
_7
in the absence of mass diffusion aL
w
-_Iz
-- ° (Sz)) +(ne-i'2 j ) exp (-4-_3) jPeC S3 ( hj -h w
_ja
Pe
(37)
C: C(S z) is determined from the species mass fraction solutions and from the
wall temperature distribution
C = Pw_w (3g)
Pc #e
also 4
• "it1Pw Tj W w ! / w
Pj _w Wj W = V"z ' Vvw i= 1 Wi
The viscosity/_w-may be found from the following viscosity formula
for mixtures (see Ref. 5).
_w
4
\
'k
__-- !
f=1
I + " /liw
!2"
L i, 3w
y•
': _:Iw,_"i\V
_ij =
Yi w
4
+ W _ ;_
d
j/-_
y,
J \V
Wj
Wi _I/g
o
Wj
¢ ij
(39)
Calculations are presented only for the constant wall temperature
condition. For a nonuniform wall temperature distribution, ci_9 rr,ust bc
found at every streamwise station. Additionally, the wall enthalpy distri-
bution, hw, will differ with the wall temperature distribution and hence
the relation between S 3 and S is dependent upon this distribution; however,
in the case of constant hw, as already pointed out, $3= S.
21
A. Comparison With Fiat Plate (No Slot):
The slot flow solution reduces to the flat plate witi_ no injection
A hOj ,owhen uj= I, = h e; the composition being taken as that in the free
stream.
For the constant wall temperature case, h w (o) is also the constant
wall enthalpyof the flat plate problem. The total enthalpy solution for the
case of the fiat plate is given by the constant walt enthalpy solution, and
by virtue of the Crocco relation, no separate coliocation is necessary.
For the flat plate, the heat transfer is:
¢i' = - Pw '/2w' 1
9e a Q;S')-i/2Qhe-h',_wl 40)
where ' refers to quantities associated with the flat plate without slot
injection.
Since tl_e coordinate stretch i,_: constant,
S' - _ -Rea-Xe t'_' a
a
_e
_Z
and the heat transfer for the flat plate may be written as
- n,=(;)hoe - hw' ( -i =_
which is also within 3% of the Blasius result for the flat plate.
The ratio of hydrogen in3ection hea_ transfer to flat plate heat transfer
i8 therefore
q PeALe C Pe
q' Pj _w' Pw'
llz -/ s, ! h_-hw/s.>
[-_j hZ-hw, h°e-l_cJ exp/- 1 i-"+ h%-hw, I 4s31
J
(43_
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VI. CHOICE OF LINE OF COLLOCATION
In this paper a variant of the _ethod of collocation is used to solve a
non-similar problem. Schetz (cf Ref. 6) has applied the collocation technique to
o
sonde similar and non-_ilrilar prohlelns. Following Schetz(6)
in the similarity case, the approximate solution to an equation is improved by
determining a coordinate transformation which allows satisfaction of the
equation at a particular value of the independent variable and determines a
constant coordinate stretching factor; in particular (in Ref. 6), the point
at which the solution is collocated is chosen to be a typical point of the range
of the independent variable, (i.e. near the "middle" of the region), in the
case of similar boundary layers, it is possible to choose a value of the
similarity parameter
T
_,F4S
such that the skin friction and heat transfer
agree with the exact solution to the equations. Since the slot problem is in-
herently non-sin_ilar, it is not possible to choose a single value of
r
_f4S
but one must specify the value of S at the point of collocation; strict applica-
tion of Shetz' procedure would imply this choice. However, it is possible
T
to choose a value for each value of S, thereby determining a variable
coordinate stretch factor. That a rational basis for choosing
T
_/-4S
-- as a
function of S exists, may be seen from the following argument: the wall
boundary layer, which is assumed initially zero, _,-nust behave, for small S
as a similar boundary layer whose external flow is that of the jet issuing from
the slot. Far downstream, the layer must behave as a similar boundary layer
with the freestream flow for external conditions. In both instances, the
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results of Schetz for similar boundary layers indicate collocaLion si_ot.!c:
be applied at the same value of _J-4S = t.
tn some respects, the layer adjacent to the wall may be viewed as a
boundary layer with varying outer conditions; then to recover the solution for
small and large S, the method of choosing must recover the value of t appropriate
to the similar boundary layer (i:;iasius). Also, as _j_i, hi°he ° and Yi.--" Yi e,3
the Blasius result must be recovered.
Choosing t as a cons_anL function of S equal to the Giasius value of L is
not sufficient since, at a giver, t, the profile characteristics ci;ange with S; in
Z "_ / /_
particular, the ratio of _/ 0"7 changes slgn by passing through zero.
[
The coordinate stretch condition shows this to be a singlular point. Thus
unappealing result may be avoided by collocating at a vaiuc of L (S) at w'i_icl_
the layer has similar characteristics. Si_ce most of the layer has negative
collocaLio_, is applied at values of t for wi_ici_ the ra:io2,, / ^
/
values of 3.7 z/ c_T i
has a negative sign.
i;z A / "._,G ,9 1In the similar boundary layer \/5 _ --
(_q-z / 0": i
for any given value of t. Thus, ct_oosin,; t so that %is
.,_ .&
: OT a _}T,
l_a s t i_t:
value found in the collocaeion of the Blasius case, will assu,-e the desired
behavior of t (S). This is cqu-,valc,d _, collocaLing along a tilde il _, the flow a_
which the profiles haw." an impoc_a,'k characteristic kept constant.
The total enthalpy solutiop, is also treated ip,the man:",cr desc_'ibed
above; in general, the n_on_-'_tun_ aad energy equations are not coiiocatcci ai<);;
the same lines.
The element mass fraction solutions show a different character; th_
l 8y i
ratio[__r does not hav_. a bei_avior similar to that of the velocity
and .total enthalpy solutions, but has a positive sign near the wall and a
negative sign far from the wall. The sign changes always occur above a
minimum value of tz = _/-Z/Z. Since the solutions are collocated to obtain
the correct wall behavior, the element mass fraction solution is collocated
at a specific value of ta(S)<t z in the regio_ near trle wall. Comparison with
the results of Ref. 2 indicate t_ .3_ along the line of collocation for the
specie continuity equation.
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VII. COORDINATE STRETCH FACTORS
In the local collocation procedure, the coordinate stretch factors
u, u" and u'" are functions of S; hence, the conditions for the factors may be
looked upon as differential equations for the S 2 and S 3 coordinates as functions
of S. With some rearranging, ti_e conditions may., _ _tten as:
Chemistry Condition
dSz _ i
dS "u t'(sl - _ - _t: 4-s_
w t'2
- S
U : ,t (44)
at S, Sz:O
I
dS2 _ ¢_,/_.
dS ,, J
Enthalpy Condition
7 If
_____ I u< .....
_ ' s)-<!=-=i
dS _ I i/°'iw
L
o_:t ,_)n / 0 h°
_5--:) < :;_O-'--T-Ii OT z
• t.=t3' _ I
__ dSz dhw
dS dS z
! 2,0
' () _I
erf c(t' 31' 7T_i
t t'3
at S, Sz, S 3 : 0
dS
Evaluated at t 3 such that
Di.o /Sz ho
-- /
05- ¢ 87 z
- I/2
_' (S) is determined from the velocity condition
: constant : I/.7
li j ). _^ 02-,u--u + aTjj 0_ 7, / _=_
l
_u _ _jzu
evaluated at t such that -_ 37z | = constant = i/.7.
s
Solutions to the e_uations were obtained by numerical integratlon
....
2_
(46)
On
a Bendix GI5 computer by the Kutta-Runge-Gill method with variable step-
size selected by a curvature criterion. A range of parameters was 8elected
and the results for one choice are compared with computations obtained by
the method of Libby and Schetz (cf Ref. 2).
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
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Calculations were carried out at a particular point along a typical
Launch Trajectory. Previous estn_nates (i.e. , Ref. l) indicate that the minimum
delay lengths associated with the Hydrogen occur at ahitudes of about 45 kilon_e_ers;
therefore, most of the calculations were performed at an altitude of 45k. m. , at an
o
ambient temperature of Z75. 8 k, and ambie_,t pressure of 0. 00157 atmosphere.
Zleat transfer results are shown in FiguresThe vehicle velocity was 5780 ft/sec.
2A- ZK.
The idealizations employed in this report have some consequences on the
applicability of the analysis. Thus, the simplifications of lan_inar, constant
pressure flow restrict this study to high altitude conditions or other regimes where
it is resonable to expect lanninar flow. The ckoice of unity Prano_ and Lewis
numbers are .justified by the simplicity of the subsch_ci_t analysis. The assumption
_,nc sheet model [l_ere to requires that staticof equilibrium chemistry and the _-I....
temperature and pressure levels be sufficicniiy elevated to insure a t-c[_c_dontinge
small in comparison with characteristic flow tin-_es i_owever s_'_,<:eiocal_" ecl
conditions o. .he missile can ,generate shocks and hot boundary layers along the
vehicle surface, reations nnay be initiated and be sustained by the subsequent heat
release, k¢ost of the calculations pcr_ormud herein cont&ined initial styptic conditions
. 1_,_t flow tinges; hence, i-hewhich indicate _ation tin]es connparahle _o characters':-
corresponding equilioriun_ chen-listry calculations n]ust be r,] a_'ded as bein a
initiated by a local llioher ten_perature region nc._r the lip of the slot. A calcule._ion,
• . ].
shown in Figure 2j was perforn_cd for a ing_,er external tcinperature so that the
self-ignition and equilibrium chemistry conditions were attained.
In general, results of the analysis indicate that choice of the velocity
p,
ratio uj is relatively unimportant in dct_rn_i:_.nz the overall length of the reation
zone (flame length). This is in contradistinction with tile results obtained for free
jets as reported in Ref. (7). The lack of sensitivity is due to the relatively short
region of influence of the je; flow on the wall _)er compared to that of the external
flow, i.e. , the boundary layer due to the jet is quietly subn_crged. The flame
Z
length, y , is the directly proportional to_c, ca_ j 0c , that is, holding _he
/
external conditions constant, \7'"is proportional to the square of the slot height
and jet density ratio. The region of heat transfer ceductioz_ scales in a similar way.
Results for various jet velocity ratios indicate tha_, for equilibrium
chemistry flames, reduction of that ratio reduces heat transfer uniforn_ly over
the region close to the slot, i.e., where the heat transfer ratio is less than unity,
until some small velocity ratio" further reductions in _he velocity ratio result in
a heat transfer increase at some distance fron_ the slot. The principal cause for
this may be seen in the variation of th__ _:xt_nt of the re_ion of heat transfer re-
duction; for jet velocity, ratios dccrcasi;.< iron: unity the ce4ion grows until a
.._ Li_cr_._.te decreases with further reductionvelocity ratio of I/3 _I/2 is reached a1,<i -*- r
in velocity ratio. This behavior, in turn, is _iuc to ti_e increased heat transfer
into the jet flow fron_ the external stream as ti_c jt:t velocity ratio, _,j = u: u
.I e
decreases, eventually increasing the jet _o v t,_:n_.perature and hence, "he iaeat
transfer to the body.
The length variation of t}i_._. rcdu, ,,d heat transfer rc:aion and the variatiol.
of peak heat transfer ratio with veiocity _'atio were of the order of Z0:_5 while tiae
flame length was relatively unaffected by ti'e jet velocity ratio. Tills occurcd
because the velocity and element n-ass reaction solutions settled down to that
Z9
corresponding to the uj /Ue= i case in distances much shorter than the r_
Cf_ ° jlength, however the enthaIpy solution required n_uch longer distances due to
the variations in the wall enthalpy and flow field temperatures caused by the
chemical reaction_.
The frozen chemistry calculations corresponding to the same initial
conditions and wall temperature as the equilibrium chemistry computations
are shown on the same figures. In general, the heat transfer ratio goes
smoothly from its value at the sloL to the downstreanz asymptotic value in
distances comparable to the flame length of the corresponding _quilibriui_
case.
The heist transfer ratio distribution for the jet velocity ratio of Z
shown in Figure Z1<[exhibits the effects of an energy transfer from the jeL
flow to the external flow field, in this case, it is noted Lha_ ti_e relatiw, values
of the conductivities of hydrogen and air offset d_e increase _n Lotal external
enthalpy seen by the wali Layer so _]m[ initially, the heal _r,_,sf<;r ratio was
approximately unity. Even so, t,;c ,_pp,_ra_tc of t]_c i_r;<e i_cat traasfer rate
associated with con]bustion was d,_Laye_ consiclcrz_bly. And, i.",the event o: no
occurence of combustion ;_ red{,ct:on illthe he.A[ transfer was found.
Figures 2F-H, illustraKe _ne iarg(, effect of tile je'L density ratio I '
iPc
on the flange length. Figure Z! >bows the: sm<_ilcr effect of Lhe wall tcn-,p,_rature.
In Figure 3 a comparison is shown between Lhe present re._uLLs and lhosc
of Libby and Schctz (i. e. , Xcf. Z) fox" ec_uilibrium chcnlistry. Ti.cre is a su_)-
stantial agrecmen_ between the two analyses.
Some typical properties of :he constant wail Len:pera[ure solution arc.
shown in Figures 4-8.
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In sum, the results illustrate the advantages of i_jecting cold gases
into the boundary layers of launch vehicles, in n_any cases, reactions may be
assumed to occur, and it is seen that the heat transfer rise associated with
combustion occuring close to the body may be delayed for substantial distances
downstream from a slo_ injector and occurs in a region of r,_iatively low heat
transfer. For a given mass flow of material and a given slot height , it seems
desirable to inject a cold, and, hence, dense gas. ( It is noted that this implies
a correspondingly low injection velocity. )
3Z
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Exact iiayleigh-Stokes Prob!ern:
It has been seen that by a local sin-Alarity assumption, the solution
to the Rayleigh-Stokes problem associated with the constant wall enthalpy
case can be adapted to a nonunifornq wall enthaipy problen-i (the constant
wall temperature case, for example). The solution to the Rayleigh-Stokes
problem associated with an arbitrary wail enthalpy distribution may be
derived. It will be shown that tke heat transfer at the wall is close to that
given by the local sinnilarity solution.
Considering the variable _. = h_ -h w , the equations and boundary
0
conditions for the related Rayleigi_ problem is:
Satisfying:
OH oZH
3S 4 3T z
-0
_n- iL
._ : O: i{ : T : h "
'W \V - W O
T -. _: _i = I,_ = i°. - h
e e VJ O
$4= 0 : 0 <-, _! , H = Hj = h°j - hwo
(i
T > i ; }I = H
e
This is broken into two problems which, when superin_posed, satisfy
all the boundary conditions.
I. H o satisfies the equations and zhe following boundary conditions:
T : 0 Ho: 0 $4: 0: 0 <T <I; H o: Hj
(z)
T.- o_ Ho: Tq.e T >1 ; H o: H e
2. H I satisfies the equation anti the col,ditions:
q- = 0: i_; = _-id "_v
54= 0 : H I = 0
(3
3--
The solution for H l
to Problem 2 where
is obtained by Duhamel's principle from the solution
H i (T:0) =I
Hence the solution to the exact related Raylcigh-Stokes problen_ is:
h'° : hwo + J 19w ' e [ f %"-4S4] + . erf[' -i + erf ,2 IC4s4/ _ _,4s_
L
:-I- 13 )I v 1 -7' /4 hw(_)-h _S _)! ' exp' dk
(4
and since
7 2_7_
S_ 3
1 o..
i
0
d>, : <rfc [ !
This solution may be written as
::e-l, j
h°: hw+ (hj ° -hw) erf[_i}* 2
4 s4f _ "7
T2_,; / { hw(k_ i: v- 'i
d 0 l i
or
4 , /
Jo i?''Ix
L
, exp -
3
_,! '7 ! /
-,,_ ._ ! _xm- i-
-hw(_ _,.i(%_x)i • ,
i
( 5]
io)
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where h ° L. S is the local similarity resu±t.
The general distribut:on of wall enthalpy may oe locally approximated by
the Taylor series valid in the segment Si_I_S_ S i. The contribution of any
particular segment to the integral term in Eq. 6 may be evaluated as follows:
Define
li= "r2,,c_. t hw< _ ) "__(S4->_)) e_p s.-× )]
_4i i
dk
By expanding hw(k ), the integral can be approximated as
[ Bi_l Tz " -_hwi_ 1 .]-4!
ii -=" iAi -I + + !
2 24 j[
(
F
_Z1 iBi-i,
- -- I + hwi_ i , : , . ..- ,
Z4 . ;
j C
"_PI_ - 1i-
i'[ s4-s4i_ _/
%_.!_<_ c, ) ; -'7
+
I!
T 4hw i- 1
48_,-r
31z
ir4( $4-$4i-1 )i - z,
l / exp:-TZ _i 5-i'$4 _I. i-i'
f
i
4 ( s4-54 i)
_Z
I
3/z
) ex p
2
:4 (._4 -":
where A= ;mi_i(S4-S4,_) hL
"- i-I
i
+-_ ( S4-S4i_l
h,_
w.
i-1
B: hw _1+ (S.4-54i ) h"• -i wi-I
hwi_l - h w (S<i_i)
d
' Denotes _ -
ab. I
d5 z d
dS 4 dS z
i ;%!,i(,i%
.! QI<;;
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and hw(k ) has been expand_:d as:
hw(k ) _ hwi_ I
• I
r(k-S,ii_l ) nw
I-1
]
_ (k -S4i_l
II) h
wi-1
and it was noted that
k -S4i_l: (k -S 4) + $4-S 4 . )i-1
The integral
S4 i 13 I
,- F • , ,f T , _,,-z \
" : ,,wtk,' , .e;_< ' ) dk
I:
T z
,r,: / i, 4( ,,-4<s4- ;
3o
may, therefore, be approxin_aced ay sun_n_ing the contributlons from all
preceeding segments
eg:
n
r---
l: /__ _i
i= l
whe re S, - S 4
Tile _h_e:.t,_1 term in Eq. 6 is s_n:'JiV
q" i
i - ia w erfc _i _/-4S4 :t
{a h
giae i_eat transfer, oeing ioropo": "-' -_
t
consideration of that quantity.
, may be examinee oy
_- q-z
s,_ I __ -i s.i'x]
or, by using the approXiraat_°n
I
a'v| =\ a'rl_,s.
!
I
hv_ ex? k
=\ST 11.,.5.
to the :_r_tcgral of eq uaci°n G:
.- \\
eric 4S,i} :
,TZ ,i,_
_$4 i ,_.---
k-
\
4( 54-,-}i
k
dk
Z
1 Tz
Bi- 1 + h"
W. 4 , )?<': i/
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+
h Ti 3 IZ
wi-I (4 ( )i\48_T $4- S4N - 1 J
exp
- i
N-i
For small T, it is obvious that for slowly changing w_l enthalpies, the
heat transfer is close to tiac local similarity value. With this restriction, the
two Xayleigh-Stokes problems anoroac_ each other (the coordinate S_L_l._ng
factors also tend to eaci_ other) .
If the exact Rayleigh-Stokes solution were coiloca_ed, the collocation
condition for determining S4 would be:
dS 4 I m . 6u
-- = -- u '(s) - --
• dS fi _)T
W
,._ . ..}'_loz. _ -
07. IS._ _ OT/ OTz j ,
t=t4 i--t--" J A
4
where
,' /S 4
. : i 7' --
u :u it',; S
and at S, Sz, S 4 : 0
dS 4
dS
NOTATION
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=
English
a
C
slot height in physical coordinates
p'_
non-dimensional pg Prandtl :pe_te
Cf
h
skin friction coefficient =
enthalpy
h_
k= O, i
k
r
q
r
Re a
S_ S z. S 3
t
T
u
v
u = u/u e
total enthalpy
indicates two dln;cnsional or axisymmetric flow respectively
Thermal conductivity
heat transfer rate
body radius in axisymn-,ct=ic coordinate system
Reynolds number - t%:uca
#e
transformed s_rearnwise coordinates
T
transformed Biasius variable = %_4S
te rope raLur e
streamwise velocity
normal velocity
streamwisc veloclt,_ no::-dimensionalized with respect to
free stream con(_i_iona
v _
v = vTue
Ul U r'1
l
W
Y
Y
transformed norn,al velocity
trar, sforn-_ed horn:a[ v_:locity non-dimensionalized with respec_
to free strean; velocity
non-din_en_ion_l effective convective velocity
n_olecular weiznt
no rrr_al coordinai
specie n_,aos fraction
£
Greek
T
P
transformec_ slot ileigh,t
viscosity
transformed streamwise coordinates
transformed normal coordinate
density
,i0
i!ii :
Subscripts
e
f
F
J
1
Z
3
4
Superscripts
free stream conditions
conditions at flame si_eet
conditions with frozen chemistry
conditions a_ slot
oxygen
hydrogen
water
nitrogen
denotes conditions where Tf: 0 (flame sheet impinges upon wail)
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